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Sacramento families, get excited!

I am falling over myself in anticipation, as CAMP EDMO summer camp, debuts in Sacramento 2016.

Why?

Sit down, grab a cup of hot tea, and let’s chat.

A few years ago my daughters were able to attend a summer camp in the Bay Area that was fun and educational. They loved it, and they didn’t want to leave. I loved that they learned valuable lessons, and exercised their creativity. They were surrounded by smart counselors and campers that were excited about learning, and having fun. It was such a wonderful environment for my kids to get out of their comfort zones, and explore.

I searched for a camp similar in our Sacramento area, and came up lacking. Recently, I received a postcard from CAMP EDMO introducing themselves, and alerting me that they’re debuting camps this summer in Elk Grove,
Folsom and Rocklin. YOU GUYS!
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What makes CAMP EDMO unique, and why I’m thrilled for all the kids in the Greater Sacramento region, is that CAMP EDMO focuses on hands-on science, maker, technology, and recreation camps for Pre-K through 8th grade.

My daughters are entering grades fifth and seventh grade this fall, putting them into the CAMP EDMO PRO group. The camps available to them include, Photo Shoppe, Minecraft Redstone Engineering, Minecraft Adventure Map Making Pro, Hammertime, Game Coder, Film Studio, Fashion Upcycle, DIY Beats, Circuit Hackers, and App Inventor. The choices are all topics my daughters are interested in, so they will have an interesting time
selecting just one week.
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CAMP EDMO is an award-winning summer camp, that’s been in the Bay Area since 2004. The Makers, Arts & Science, Tech and Nature sessions are designed by CAMP EDMO in partnership with the California Academy of Sciences and Children’s Creativity Museum. BayAreaParent voted CAMP EDMO “Best Summer Day Camp” and “Educational Support Program” 2009-2015.

As a mother I’m always on the look out for unique experiences that provide my daughters with opportunities to grow, create, and find joy in knowledge. That’s why I’m thrilled that CAMP EDMO is building a presence in the Greater Sacramento region.

Have your kids been to a summer camp like this? What did you love about it? Will your kids join mine at one of the CAMP EDMO summer camps debuting in Elk Grove, Folsom and Rocklin? What classes look most interesting for your kids?
A Family Lives Here blog readers, can SAVE up to $150* per child on camp. Use code FIRSTSACBLOG16 and get an additional $20/week off until 2/29/16. To enroll, and learn more visit CAMP EDMO’s website. If you’re in the Bay Area, you can attend any, of more than 20 camps located in your neck of the woods.

You can follow CAMP EDMO on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and Pinterest.

Cheers!

*First time camper savings for $50/week for up to 3 weeks of camp per child. Offer valid until 6/1/16.

CAMP EDMO offered my daughters a week at camp, all other enthusiasm, anticipation, and opinions are my own.
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Q. What do your kids love most about living in NorCal?
A. We live in the Sacramento region, and it's perfectly situated to enjoy a day in The City (San Francisco) enjoying Dim Sum and brilliant museums, or a day in the mountains in Lake Tahoe, traipsing around farms at Apple Hill, or strolling around in wine country in Napa. Thankfully, my daughters love to explore, try new foods, and be out and about. In fact, my daughters look forward to heading u... Read More
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Sharing makes us all happy. Stealing? Stealing makes nice people do some very bad things. Remember to attribute your sources and we can all just be nice to each other. Cheers!